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Abstract: High-flux, high-repetition-rate neutron sources are of interest in studying neutron-induced
damage processes in materials relevant to fusion, ultimately guiding designs for future fusion
reactors. Existing and upcoming petawatt laser systems show great potential to fulfill this need. Here,
we present a platform for producing laser-driven neutron beams based on a high-repetition-rate
cryogenic liquid jet target and an adaptable stacked lithium and beryllium converter. Selected ion
and neutron diagnostics enable monitoring of the key parameters of both beams. A first single-shot
proof-of-principle experiment successfully implemented the presented platform at the Texas Petawatt
Laser facility, achieving efficient generation of a forward-directed neutron beam. This work lays
the foundation for future high-repetition-rate experiments towards pulsed, high-flux, fast neutron
sources for radiation-induced effect studies relevant for fusion science and applications that require
neutron beams with short pulse duration.
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1. Introduction
Neutron beams are a versatile, sensitive probe of material properties due to their
interactions with the target atom through the strong force rather than the electromagnetic
force, unlike X-rays and charged particles. Complementary measurements to X-ray probing using neutron beams can therefore resolve properties that are challenging to observe
otherwise. Consequently, directional, high-flux neutron beams are of high interest for
applications including fusion energy science [1], fundamental physics research [2], materials science [3], homeland security [4], and medicine [5]. High-energy-density physics is
a field that can greatly benefit from neutron beams with short pulse duration and high
flux. Due to the violent nature and abundance of magnetic and electric fields under such
conditions, neutron probing offers a new and unique way to measure material structure
or ion temperature and velocity in dense plasmas [2,6]. More recently, neutron sources
have gained significance as a key tool in the study of radiation-induced effects in fusion
science; in particular, damage cascades or neutron-induced transmutations relevant for
fusion reactor materials and astrophysical scenarios (e.g., s- and r-processes) [7]. These
studies will significantly advance designs and construction of a fusion pilot plant such as
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the internationally-supported ITER project [8,9] and guide the development of a DEMO
fusion reactor, pursued by multiple countries [10,11]. The success of these projects is of
high importance, as it will drive a fundamental revolution in the supply and consumption
of power, while having a positive impact on the Earth [12].
At present, high-flux neutron beams are routinely produced by nuclear reactors or
spallation sources, in which neutrons are generated via nuclear fission in a reactor core
or in spallation reactions induced by a ~ GeV proton beam impinging on a high-Z target.
Table 1 summarizes current neutron source specifications including those of lasers as
alternative drivers. Reactors and spallation sources attain high average neutron fluxes of
up to 1015 neutrons/(cm2 s) but lack flexibility for probing and suffer from their relatively
long pulse duration (hundreds of ns or greater) [13,14], which prevents probing of quickly
evolving systems with sufficient resolution.
Table 1. Overview of the characteristics of presently available neutron sources. (adapted from [7]).

Neutron Source
Reactor [15]
Spallation [15]
Current lasers [16–18]
Laser fusion (ICF) [19]

Peak Flux

 n 
cm2 s

∼1015
∼1016
1018 –1019
> 1027

Average flux

 n 
cm2 s

∼1015
∼1012
5 × 105 –5 × 106
> 1011

Bunch Duration

Repetition Rate (Hz)

continuous
∼1 µs
∼1 ns
∼100 ps

continuous
60
5 × 10−4
4 × 10−6

Recently, high-power laser systems have demonstrated their utility as drivers of highflux neutron sources following two approaches. In the first approach, inertial confinement
fusion (ICF), neutrons are produced by heating a target to temperatures exceeding tens
of keV while simultaneously compressing it to pressures in the hundreds of Mbar [20,21].
Long-pulse (ns–10 ps), high-power, single shot lasers (1–5 shots/day) at the National
Ignition Facility (NIF) and OMEGA achieve isotropic neutron emission on the order of
1026 neutrons/(cm2 s) via fusion reactions in a single laser-heated target through direct
or indirect drive of a shock wave into the target [22,23]. Alternatively, short-pulse lasers
can directly heat and compress a target with the fusion volume being proportional to the
µm-scale laser plasma interaction volume. Consequently, lower neutron yields on the
order of 1020 neutrons/(cm2 s) have been demonstrated using different lasers and target
types [24–27].
The second, more-common approach relies on a pitcher–catcher geometry consisting
of two targets separated by up to 5 cm. The pitcher target (pitcher) is irradiated by a
short (sub ps) laser pulse and emits an ion beam. A catcher target (catcher/converter)
captures the ion beam close to the pitcher, and neutrons are created through nuclear
reactions between the ions and catcher atoms [2,28,29]. These sources have demonstrated
record peak flux of up to 1019 neutrons/(cm2 s) but are still limited to repetition-rates of
~1 shot/hour by laser capabilities and the target refresh times, resulting in low average
flux [30].
The inherently short duration of laser-driven ion beams produces neutron bunches with
pulse durations on the order of a nanosecond, giving such neutron sources the potential to
become unique probes of fast-evolving processes. Advances in laser technology, culminating
in the recent commissioning and successful operation of multiple high-repetition-rate
petawatt lasers, promise to overcome repetition rate restrictions [31]. Combined with recent
significant progress in delivery of continuous, debris-free targets [32–34], shot rates of 1 Hz
or greater are achievable. Ion beam brightness and cut-off energies (and consequently
neutron flux) are observed to scale with laser energy [35–38]; additional laser and highrepetition-rate target development therefore promises to further increase neutron fluxes to
levels exceeding 1019 neutrons/(cm2 s).
For the purpose of systematically studying ideal regimes for efficient laser driven
neutron generation, we have developed a high-repetition-rate compatible platform using
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a pitcher–catcher setup that is adaptable to different experimental environments. While
this type of setup has been successfully used for neutron generation at a single shot
over the past decade [16,39–43], our platform takes advantage of a novel high-velocity
(>100 m/s) planar cryogenic liquid deuterium jet [44] (pitcher) and an adaptable converter
to generate high-flux, directed neutron beams at high repetition rate. In the following
sections, we thoroughly discuss the setup and the individual components. Finally, we
present an outlook for this platform as a future high-flux, high-repetition-rate, laser-driven
neutron source co-located with state-of-the-art laser and X-ray capabilities to enable unique
probing of materials relevant to fusion.
2. Platform Setup
Essential to the setup are the short-pulse, high-repetition-rate petawatt (PW) laser, the
cryogenic liquid deuterium pitcher for ion acceleration, and the catcher for ion-to-neutron
conversion. The combination of the high-shot-rate laser with the quickly replenishing
target allows for operation at rates exceeding 1 Hz. A schematic of the setup is shown
in Figure 1. It was designed to maximize the flux delivered in directional, high-energy
neutron beams. First, experiments using this platform were successfully conducted at the
single shot Texas Petawatt Laser facility [45]; see Section 7.

Figure 1. The platform setup consists of a petawatt laser, the cryogenic liquid D2 jet target for
deuteron acceleration, and the converter for neutron production. A shadowgraphy image of the
planar cryogenic deuterium jet target is shown in the inset. The neutron beam has both a quasiisotropic and a directional component.

A petawatt laser pulse is focused onto a sheet of cryogenically cooled deuterium,
which is formed in the target chamber using a 4 × 20 µm2 aperture nozzle, at an incidence
angle of 45◦ . Upon interaction of the PW laser with the jet, deuterium ions are accelerated in
the target normal direction from the target’s rear side. Crucial laser parameters for efficient
ion generation include laser intensities on target exceeding 1018 W/cm2 and a laser-pulse
temporal contrast exceeding 1010 (108 ) in the multiple (sub)-picosecond window before
arrival of the main laser pulse [46–48]. While some lasers are able to inherently achieve
such high pulse contrast [49], other laser systems rely on plasma mirrors compatible with
high repetition rates [50,51]. These optics transition from nonreflective to reflective at an
ultrafast timescale through ionization and formation of an overcritical surface plasma upon
high-intensity laser irradiation. Consequently, prepulses or the pedestal of such a laser
pulse are only partially reflected while the main pulse is mostly reflected, enhancing the
overall pulse contrast.
Neutrons are generated when the pure deuteron beam impinges on the converter,
which is placed along the target normal direction in the cone of the expanding deuteron
beam. Depending on positioning of the converter relative to the catcher, a subset of
the deuteron beam is fully captured by the converter, as shown by the darker shaded
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green cone in Figure 1. The neutrons produced within the converter are emitted both
quasi-isotropically and directionally.
3. High-Repetition-Rate Cryogenic Deuterium Jet Target
The pitcher is a planar, micron-scale, cryogenically-cooled, and fast-replenishing
deuterium jet [34,44,52]. Liquid deuterium is continuously injected from a small reservoir
into the vacuum chamber through the nozzle, then forms a solid sheet through evaporative
cooling. Its stability is influenced by the jet backing pressure and injection temperature.
Recent optimization of the jet operation has significantly improved the jet stability and
consequently the shot-to-shot ion beam reproducibility; for further details, see [34]. As a
result of the target formation directly inside the vacuum chamber using ultra-high purity
gas, cryogenic jets are contaminant-free, single-species targets. A liquid jet catcher assembly
located a few millimeters below the laser-target interaction point catches and evacuates
the majority of the cryogenic deuterium before vaporization to ensure a sufficient vacuum
level (≤10−3 mbar), improving jet stability. Previous experiments using the cryogenic jet at
high-power-laser facilities have shown damage accumulation and destruction of the nozzle
depending on laser power and shooting distance. To mitigate this problem, the direct line
of sight from the interaction point to the jet nozzle is blocked upon laser–target interaction
using a synchronized mechanical chopper system; see Figure 1 for its placement relative to
the nozzle and laser target interaction point. After the laser interaction, the target residue
vaporizes and is evacuated through the pumping system without accumulating on optics
or chamber components, making this target inherently debris-free. Under stable operating
conditions in a laminar flow regime, the jitter increases linearly with the distance from the
nozzle [44]. Its position stability was previously characterized at a distance of 10 mm from
the aperture to range from 3 to 12 µm [53].
Ion Beam Generation
Ion beams accelerated using cryogenic jet targets exhibit beam parameters comparable
to those of the Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) regime [54–56]. Their main
features are ion purity as well as a high-flux, target-normal directed component with small
(a few to tens of msr) solid angle and a semi-Maxwellian ion energy distribution [53].
The angular distribution of the TNSA-like accelerated ion beam is conical and energydependent, with decreasing solid angles for increasing ion energies [57]. Due to the limited
mass of the cryogenic jet target, a low-energy azimuthal component is added to this
emission profile [58]. Previous work utilizing the 100 TW Draco laser system at HZDR
(Dresden, Germany) demonstrated efficient and stable ion generation from cryogenic jets
at 1 Hz [53,59].
4. Deuteron Beam Diagnostics
The laser-accelerated deuteron beam is characterized by the total ion yield, the energy
distribution and cut-off energy, and the spatial distribution. In the presented setup, these
characteristics are measured by Thomson parabola (TP) spectrometer detectors and an ion
imager; see Figure 2. Continuous monitoring of the deuteron beam parameters enables
neutron yield predictions and benchmarking of neutron generation simulations. This way,
dominant neutron production channels can be identified, and the conversion efficiency
from deuterons to neutrons can be estimated.
Three Thomson parabolas are set up at different angles with respect to the target
normal direction. A TP in the target normal direction measures the ion beam spectrum and
its high-energy directional component that will be incident on the neutron converter. At
30◦ from target normal, the second TP measures the ion beam at the transition between the
directional and the non-directional component. Monitoring the change in the ion cut-off
energy across multiple shots at this location also helps maintain consistent target alignment.
A third TP at 120◦ from target normal measures the non-directional component of the ion
beam. The ion imager is positioned close to the line of sight of the target normal TP, at
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10◦ from the target normal direction and a distance of around 5 cm from the target, to
capture the majority of the directional ion beam. This enables cross-calibration of TP and
imager data.

Figure 2. Ion beam diagnostics, three Thomson parabolas and an ion imager, placed around the converter during neutron
generation, are set up at various angles from the target normal direction.

After completion of the initial characterization of the accelerated ion beam and the
implementation of the converter, the diagnostics presented here monitor the ion acceleration efficiency and performance by comparing beam parameters to previously obtained
references. To make the setup displayed in Figure 2 compatible with the converter implemented in the target normal direction, a small hole (∼0.5 mm) can be drilled along the axis
of the converter to enable the continued measurement of the ion spectrum. The ion imager
is placed around the converter to track the lower-energy part of the directional ion beam.
4.1. Thomson Parabola
The energy spectrum and flux of a laser-driven ion beam is commonly measured
using Thomson parabola spectrometers. These devices employ parallel or antiparallel
electric and magnetic fields to disperse ions according to their charge-to-mass ratios and
energies. TPs sample a small solid angle, typically a few µsr. Since the ion spatial profile of
TNSA-like beams is generally smooth, two or more TPs are usually positioned at various
angles to the target normal direction to diagnose the ion beam characteristics as a function
of emission angle. To enhance the understanding of the ion beam energy distribution as a
function of opening angle, recent efforts have investigated the feasibility of multi-pinhole
Thomson parabolas [60].
Presently, many TPs still rely on imaging plates (IPs) to detect the deflected ion
beam [61]. However, IPs must be read out using a nonconfocal phosphor scanner, such as
the Typhoon FLA 7000. As such, they are not suitable for high-repetition-rate operation.
Instead, detector units consisting of a combination of a scintillator or microchannel plate
(MCP) with a scintillator and a fast, gated camera are preferred, which are limited in
repetition-rate by the dead time of the detector unit and the frame rate of the camera
used. Each individual combination of scintillator/MCP and camera requires a separate
calibration to be able to infer the number of incident ions from the recorded pixel value.
4.2. Ion Imager
Complementary energy-resolved spatial profiles are collected using an ion imager to
fully characterize the accelerated deuteron beam. The commonly employed single-shot
radiochromic film (RCF) stack is based on radiation-sensitive dye. It allows for extraction of
incident particle numbers based on optical density, which is obtained by scanning the films
post-exposure while resolving the energy through stacking of multiple films [62–64]. To
overcome the single-shot limitations of RCF stack detectors, scintillator-based ion imagers
are under active development in order to provide energy-resolved ion beam spatial profiles
at high repetition rates. These efforts focus on two different approaches. The first method
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relies on energy resolution through stacking of thin scintillators, similar to the RCF stack.
While one technique uses different types of scintillators emitting different wavelengths
imaged from the stack rear side [65,66], another achieves energy resolution by stacking
the same type of scintillator at an angle and imaging the individual scintillators from the
side [67]. The second method only uses one scintillator in combination with an absorber
mesh, achieving energy resolution by periodically varying the thickness of the absorber on
the mesh [68–70]. The spatial resolution of such setups is usually limited by the absorber
mesh pixel size, the ion transverse scattering, and the grain size and lateral photon spread
of the scintillator. Recent efforts have investigated the improvement of the spatial resolution
of the scintillators through division of the bulk material into individual scintillators with
smaller volume (pixelation) [71].
5. Neutron Generation in Pitcher–Catcher Configuration
In our approach, neutron beams are generated when an intense ion beam interacts
with a converter material. The converter is designed to optimize neutron production
processes based on their cross section for different converter materials.
5.1. Nuclear Reaction Channels
Neutrons are produced in a converter material through three different mechanisms:
elastic breakup, complete fusion (compound formation followed by neutron emission),
and incomplete fusion (inelastic breakup or deuteron stripping) [72–74]. While complete
fusion reactions occur for any type of incident ion, elastic breakup and incomplete fusion
are interaction paths unique to deuterons.
Elastic breakup occurs in the vicinity of a converter atom, which does not partake in the
reaction. Deuterons dissociate in the Coulomb potential of converter atoms, thus producing
a proton and a neutron. The generated neutron beam has a continuous energy spectrum
similar to that of the incoming ion beam and is forward-directed due to conservation
of momentum.
During complete fusion, the deuteron and the target atom form a short-lived compound state that then decays to a more stable atom through emission of a neutron either before or after equilibration. The quasi-isotropically emitted neutrons are quasimonoenergetic for pre-equilibrium emission and have an evaporation-like spectrum for
post-equilibrium emission.
Incomplete fusion is a hybrid of elastic breakup and complete fusion. When elastic breakup occurs close enough to the converter atom, the liberated proton is captured
by the target atom, also referred to as deuteron stripping. If the resulting intermediate
compound state is unstable, it can decay via emission of another neutron. Consequently,
neutrons produced by incomplete fusion have a directed component from deuteron stripping and a quasi-isotropic component from complete fusion, with an energy spectrum
given by the sum of the monoenergetic and continuous spectra produced from the two
underlying processes.
Of these three mechanisms, elastic breakup and incomplete fusion are often preferred
for laser-driven neutron beam applications due to their higher reaction cross sections and
the directionality of the neutron beam.
5.2. Converter Design
The final converter design for a maximized overall neutron yield is derived by considering three parameters in the following order: (1) its shape and transverse width, (2) the
pitcher-to-converter distance, and (3) the converter composition and thickness.
The ideal shape to maximize conversion efficiency of a TNSA-like deuteron beam to
neutrons is dictated by the cone-like emission of the ion beam. Consequently, a cone-shaped
converter design would be ideal, but can complicate implementation of the converter
itself or other necessary diagnostics. Therefore, we choose a cylindrical converter, with a
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transverse width of 1 inch (2.54 cm), to match the circular cross section of the cone-like
spatial emission profile of the ion beam.
In order to determine the distance between pitcher and converter, the opening angle
of the ion beam (∼33◦ half angle) has to be taken into account. A short distance between pitcher and catcher is preferred to be able to capture the majority of the accelerated
deuterons. The closer the converter is to the pitcher, the smaller the spatial cross section of
the accelerated ion beam and the source size of the neutron beam. Moreover, due to the
energy spread (chirp) of the ion beam, the pulse durations of the ion beam and resulting
neutron beam increase with distance.
On the other hand, the possible damage to the converter caused by laser light transmitted through or past the pitcher jet target has to be assessed. The potential for damage
is primarily limited by rotating the target by 45◦ relative to the laser forward direction.
However, due to the large opening angle of the emitted ion beam, there is an overlap of the
transmitted laser light cone with the deuteron beam. Figure 3 illustrates this issue for an
f /2 final focusing optic. The intensity of the transmitted laser light stays beyond or near
the damage threshold of most materials, typically on the order of 1011 –1013 W/cm2 , for
several cm behind the target. Assuming an f /2 focusing optic and a laser energy on the
target of 10–100 J, a distance on the order of tens of cm is necessary.
A compromise between maximizing the total number of ions captured by the converter
and minimizing the potential damage by laser light can be found by placing the converter
close to the pitcher and still outside the transmitted laser light. A blast shield that will
deflect away any incident scattered laser light is added to the front of the converter. It
consists of a No. 1.5 borosilicate glass microscope cover slip (170–250 µm thick) with a
40 nm thick aluminium coating. This allows the distance between pitcher and converter to
be reduced to around 5 cm, depending on the laser intensity on target and the focal length
of the final focusing optic. At this distance, the covered half opening angle is 14◦ , fully
capturing deuteron energies above approximately 30 MeV. Ions with lower energy will not
all be captured by the converter and will produce neutrons upon interacting with either
the chamber wall or other components in the target chamber.

Figure 3. Top view of the setup (target size not to scale). The converter is placed in the target normal
direction to capture the ion beam but outside the transmitted laser cone (f /2) to avoid damages.

Low-Z materials such as lithium or beryllium are ideal as converters for deuterondriven neutron generation [16,28,75,76]. The converter composition is determined by
considering deuteron stripping (d,n), deuteron elastic breakup (d,n+p), and fusion nuclear
reactions (d,n+x), where x can be α, n, or t.
The deuteron elastic breakup cross section has not been studied in great detail in
the energy ranges of interest for laser-driven neutron generation, but it is on the order of
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100s of mb for energies above 10 MeV for both lithium and beryllium [77,78]. Neutron
generation cross sections of fusion reaction channels, such as (d,2n) and (d,n+α), for lithium
and beryllium attain maximum values of tens of mb [79,80]. The cross sections of the
most important neutron-generating interactions of deuterium with lithium and beryllium
are displayed in Figure 4. Interaction cross sections for deuterium with beryllium, such
as (d,n+t), are not shown in this plot as they are lower by one order of magnitude compared to the displayed cross section and are thus neglected during further considerations.
Experimentally measured interaction cross sections are depicted by crosses in the plot, confirming simulated neutron production cross sections. Lithium shows four different reaction
channels that are dominant in different energy ranges. The 7 Li(d,n) (stripping) reaction
shows a high reaction cross section for energies ranging from ∼100 keV to ∼10 MeV [81].
For higher energies, deuteron breakup (7 Li(d,n+p)) becomes significant due to a higher
reaction cross section value with a maximum of ∼150 mb at around 15 MeV [79]. The two
other neutron production channels exhibit lower cross section values and have not been
predicted for energies beyond 20–30 MeV due to a lack of experimental data [79]. The
neutron generation cross section for beryllium exhibits a similar trend, where deuteron
stripping dominates for lower energies, while deuteron breakup becomes significant for
higher energies. Contrary to lithium, the breakup reaction gains significance at energies
above 20 MeV. In the 10–20 MeV energy range, the 9 Be(d,n+α) reaction becomes dominant
over deuteron stripping or breakup.

Figure 4. (a) Simulated neutron production cross sections (solid lines) [79–81] and corresponding experimental values
(crosses) for lithium [82–84], (b) simulated neutron production cross sections for beryllium [79–81,85] and (c) experimental
neutron yields (full circles) for lithium (8, 12, and 15 MeV from [86], 40 MeV from [87]) and for beryllium (squares) from [88]
measured with a monoenergetic deuteron beam produced by an accelerator impinging on a thick converter target as well
as simulation studies (empty circles) using Monte Carlo codes [89,90]. The plotted lines are a guide to the eye for the
two different materials. To the right of the dashed line lithium and beryllium show equivalent neutron yield for incident
deuterons with the same energy. (adapted from [76]).

Considering the continuous ion spectra typically generated during TNSA-like ion
acceleration, a roughly constant neutron generation cross section across all ion energies is
important to increase the conversion efficiency. This makes lithium a much more efficient
converter material for lower incident ion energies and will yield higher neutron fluxes for
the low energy tail of TNSA-like ion beams compared to beryllium. Experimental results
and simulations for the overall neutron yield using monoenergetic ion beams incident
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on these two materials confirm this argument as shown in Figure 4c. Here, the neutron
yield per incident ion per steradian is plotted for lithium and beryllium as a function of the
energy of an incident monoenergetic deuteron beam. While the neutron yield for beryllium
at incident energies below 23 MeV drops quickly, the neutron yield for lithium drops more
gradually with a decreasing incident deuteron energy. Above 23 MeV, as indicated by the
dashed line, the yield for lithium or beryllium is almost identical.
Beryllium is chosen as the bulk material of the catcher due to a higher number of
interaction channels for deuteron energies higher than 23 MeV, as seen in Figure 4a,b,
leading to an overall higher neutron generation probability. Since the deuteron-to-neutron
conversion efficiency for lithium is higher for lower energies, a 6 mm lithium disk is chosen
to precede beryllium in a stacked converter design. For a detailed theoretical study of this
design, see Ref. [91]. The maximum necessary thickness of the converter and the beryllium
layer is estimated based on the range of deuteron ions with maximum cut-off energies
measured in the experiment, which are calculated using stopping power tables provided by
SRIM [92]. Following the calculation, the dimension of the beryllium layer can be adjusted
using beryllium disks of different thicknesses. When determining the thickness of the
beryllium layer, the relatively high neutron absorption cross section (above 100 mb) of
beryllium compared to other neutron converter materials has to be taken into account. In
order to minimize scattering or yield losses in the converter itself, the design is kept to
its minimum thickness to ensure both efficient ion stopping and an unperturbed neutron
beam. It has to be noted that the determination of transition between lithium and beryllium
did not include a dedicated study of the neutron yield as a function of penetration depth
and incident ion energy. For an optimized design, such a study is essential in order to
maximize the conversion efficiency from deuterons to neutrons.
For maximized neutron yield, the traces of higher-energy deuterons are ideally centered on the axis of the converter. To date, few studies have investigated the possibility of
tracking the ion beam within the converter. Techniques include wrapping the converter
material with imaging plates, copper plates [93], or RCF in the converter [94]. Such tracking
layers yield measurements of the ion beam flux and spatial distribution at certain depths
within the converter corresponding to a specific ion energies. However, these techniques
are limited to single-shot use due to read-out requirements. For a rep-rated diagnostic,
a thin scintillator screen could be installed in front of the converter that is imaged by a
camera and monitors the beam position relative to the converter body. Another option
would be to machine a converter with an open slit cross section throughout. This will allow
implementation of a thin scintillator layer at a certain depth, corresponding to higher ion
energies. The scintillator signal can be monitored from the rear side of the converter.
6. Neutron Beam Detection
Understanding the underlying neutron production mechanisms and governing parameters requires a thorough characterization of emitted neutrons in terms of directionality,
total flux, and energy distribution. For this purpose, a detector setup is designed using
bubble and neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) detectors. Figure 5 shows the location of the
bubble detectors (left) and nTOF detectors (right) in the laser plane.
An ensemble of bubble detectors measures the neutron numbers for a specific energy
range and emission angle to provide insight into the spatial variation of neutron emission.
The setup covers the full 360◦ in the laser plane, with the majority of the detectors mounted
on the target chamber outside wall at a distance r TC from the pitcher (Figure 5). To resolve
the transition from the predicted high-yield directional component to the isotropic emission,
bubble detectors are mounted closer together in the target normal direction and spaced
out at larger angles. The assessment of the isotropic emission from the bubble detectors
at large angles allows estimation of the contribution of the directed neutron beam to the
overall yield.
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Figure 5. Setup for the neutron flux measurement in the laser plane using bubble detectors (left). The energy spectrum is
measured using neutron time-of-flight detectors at selected angles (right).

The flux per solid angle, which can be compared to other detector measurements, is
calculated assuming a neutron source location, typically the converter. However, depending on the distance between the pitcher and the converter and the emission profile of the
ion beam, neutrons can be generated in other components within the target chamber or the
chamber wall. Distinguishing between the different neutron sources and determining the
main source location is especially important to determine the source size of the forwarddirected neutron beam and its opening angle and allows for more precise predictions of
deuteron-to-neutron conversion efficiency. For this purpose, we developed a dedicated
setup using bubble detectors in the target normal direction and laser plane at various
distances (0 cm , 50 cm and 130 cm) from the target chamber wall; see blue dashed box in
Figure 5. The relative solid angle sampled by a bubble detector is proportional to the square
of the distance r from a neutron source. Thus, the measured neutron number per solid
angle is directly sensitive to the relative placement of the detectors. Assuming a source
location, the neutron numbers can be predicted at 50 cm and 130 cm from the chamber
wall, using the r2 -scaling and the neutron numbers measured at the chamber wall. These
predictions are then compared to the experimentally detected neutron numbers. If the
numbers match within the margin of error given by the experimental values, the assumed
source is the dominant source for neutron generation. The main uncertainty of this method
is given by the inherent uncertainty in the response of the bubble detectors (∼20%) [95],
with a smaller contribution due to measurement uncertainties of the distance from detector
to the assumed source location (∼2%). The contribution of neutrons generated in different
locations such as the chamber wall is minimized by placing the bubble detectors in the
”shadow” of the converter. In this region, no deuterons will interact with the chamber
wall directly adjacent to the bubble detectors. Comparing the neutron signal from these
detectors to that obtained from detectors outside the converter shadow allows one to
determine whether the overall dominant neutron source is the converter (as depicted in
Figure 1) or the chamber wall.
While bubble detectors with different material compositions can be used to sample a
portion of the energy spectrum as part of a bubble detector spectrometer [96], their sensitivity drops significantly for energies above 10 MeV. Therefore, neutron energy distributions
are commonly measured by employing nTOF detectors at different angles. In this setup,
four nTOF detectors are placed in target normal direction and at 25◦ , 90◦ , and 180◦ from
target normal.
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6.1. Bubble Detectors
Neutron flux is commonly measured using bubble detectors [96], dosimetry detectors
that are sensitive to a specific neutron energy range and insensitive to gamma radiation.
These detectors rely on the expansion of superheated liquid droplets to visually detectable
size upon energy deposition from incident neutrons [97,98]. The number of bubbles is
proportional to the total deposited energy dose, given as a calibration of bubbles to mrem,
which allows conversion to the number of incident neutrons. While the manufacturerstated calibration has been proven to differ from the actual response of the detector by up
to 20% [99,100], those uncertainties can be mitigated by performing a separate calibration
measurement with a neutron source of known flux. Currently, these single-shot diagnostics
are either reset after each measurement or used to measure the average neutron yield
accumulated over a series of laser shots. For precise neutron flux measurements at high
repetition rates, this detector can easily be adapted, for example by monitoring the bubble
count in the detector in real time over the course of a shot sequence, as bubble formation
only takes a few milliseconds [101]. 3 He-based or other proportionally counting dosimetry
detectors are other high-repetition-rate alternatives [102,103].
6.2. Neutron Time of Flight Detectors
Measurement of the full neutron energy spectrum along a single line of sight is
typically accomplished with nTOF detectors. These devices consist of a fast-decaying
(a few ns) scintillator, typically organic plastic, coupled to a photomultiplier tube (PMT)
for signal conversion and amplification. Unlike bubble detectors, nTOF detectors are
sensitive to any kind of ionizing radiation, including gamma radiation produced during
the interaction of the high-power laser with the pitcher. Non-ionizing radiation, such
as neutron ratiation, is detected indirectly through creation of knock-on protons in the
scintillator material. These knock-on protons transfer their energy to scintillator atoms and
excite them to an unstable higher energy state that decays via emission of light. The PMT
collects the light and converts it into an electric signal through the photoelectric effect and
subsequently amplifies it. The electronic signal is recorded as a function of time using a fast
sampling rate (≥1 GHz) oscilloscope. The time of the initial laser–pitcher interaction (t0 ) is
given by the gamma signal and its time of flight to the nTOF detector. After determination
of t0 , the neutron time-of-flight can be calculated for any data point along the signal. The
energy of the neutrons incident on the detector is calculated taking into account the distance
from the neutron source to the detector. The electronic read-out and fast decay time of the
scintillator make these detectors naturally suited for high-repetition-rate operation.
Due to the direct detection of gamma radiation by the scintillator, nTOF detectors
are more sensitive to gamma radiation than they are to indirectly detected neutrons. This
oftentimes results in the saturation of the detector due to the incident gamma radiation. For
directional neutron sources a clear temporal separation between the fast gamma and slower
neutron signal (Figure 6) can be achieved for sufficiently large distances between detector
and source. Laser-driven neutron beams exhibit quasi-directional to quasi-isotropic neutron
emission, which results in neutron fluxes and detected TOF signals decreasing with the
square of the distance between source and detector. Consequently, it is usually not possible
to place the detector far enough away to achieve clear temporal separation between gamma
and neutron signals, as the neutron signal level would drop below or close to the noise
threshold. As a compromise, neutron detectors are typically placed ∼1–8 m from the
interaction, and the exact distance depends on the expected neutron fluxes and the detection
efficiency of the detector.
Clear separation between the two signals is then achieved by attenuating the gamma
signal by adding shielding material in front of the scintillator in the line of sight to the
neutron source. Lead (Pb) is a standard choice of shielding material due to its high
attenuation of gamma radiation. As an example, the mass attenuation coefficients for
X-rays in lead and in polyethylene (a standard neutron shielding material) are plotted as
a function of photon energy in Figure 7a. Due to the higher density of lead compared
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to polyethylene, the attenuation coefficients differ by up to three orders of magnitude
depending on the X-ray energy. To achieve a clear separation such as the one shown in
Figure 6, the thickness of the lead shielding is adjusted between approximately 5–30 cm.

Figure 6. The raw nTOF detector trace recorded for a pitcher–catcher configuration located 7.2 m
away with 27 cm lead shielding in front of the nTOF shows a gamma peak component followed by
the neutron signal.

Figure 7. (a): X-ray attenuation coefficient (1/cm) shows superior x-ray attenuation up to three orders of magnitude in lead
(Pb) over polyethylene (CH2 ) [104]; (b): Neutron mean free path in lead and polyethylene [79,81,105,106].

Additional neutron shielding, made of 5 cm thick high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
modeled as CH2 , is added to the sides and part of the front of the detector, leaving a
circular hole in the shielding of the same diameter as the scintillator. HDPE has a low
mean free path for neutrons, see Figure 7b, effectively preventing scattered, lower-energy
neutrons from being detected in the scintillator and ensuring that only neutrons on a
direct flight path from the neutron source to the detector are measured. To estimate the
shielding thickness necessary to block these scattered neutrons, one needs to consider two
different parameters, the mean free path of neutrons in the shielding material, as shown in
Figure 7b, and the number of collisions necessary to reduce the energy of the incident
neutron to a specific value. The main difference in shielding thickness is determined by the
number of collisions n given by
En
n = log
E0


log

A2 + 1
,
( A + 1)2

(1)

where En is the final neutron energy, given by the drop in detection sensitivity of the nTOF
detector at ∼1 MeV, E0 is the initial neutron energy, and A is the atomic mass number [107].
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Considering a neutron with 5 MeV initial energy, the number of necessary collisions to
downscatter the neutron to a final energy of 1 MeV for the different materials are:
n H = 3,

nC = 11,

nCH2 =

1
2
nC + n H ≈ 6,
3
3

n Pb = 169.

(2)

The combination of a similar mean free path of neutrons in lead and polyethylene and
the calculated necessary numbers of collision yield a larger shielding thickness for lead
making polyethylene is a superior neutron-shielding material. It is important to note that
this calculation is only an estimate of the shielding thickness; for more precise values, it
would be necessary to take into account diffusion in the material and the energy loss of the
neutron along its path.
Since nTOF detectors are initially not calibrated, the relation between the measured
signal (e.g., Volts) and the incident neutron numbers on the detector as a function of energy
is unknown. For low incident neutron fluxes, the detector can be operated in counting
mode. Here, individual peaks can be detected with the signal height and timing being
preserved so that single neutrons can be resolved. Therefore, the total number of neutrons
incident on the detector as well as the signal per incident neutron can be determined,
taking into account the detection efficiency of the scintillator. While the counting mode
is preferred for its high single-neutron detection efficiency, this detection mode cannot be
sustained during laser-driven neutron generation due to the significantly higher incident
neutron flux where multiple neutrons are detected at once, referred to as Campbelling
or mean square voltage (MSV) mode. In this mode, both the signal mean and variance
are proportional to the event rate [108,109]. Consequently, the response of the detector
becomes nonlinear and is not directly proportional to the incident neutron flux. It is
therefore necessary to calibrate the response of the detector to neutrons, preferably in
an environment similar to the high-radiation environment present during laser–matter
interactions. It can be conducted offline at a neutron source with a well-characterized
n
spectrum such as LANSCE (0.1–400 MeV, up to 0.1 cm2 MeV
) [110]. Such a measurement
s
additionally enables the identification of gain settings and neutron fluxes at which the
signal of the scintillator/PMT assembly becomes independent of the incident neutron flux
(i.e., saturation limits).
7. Single-Shot Demonstration
As a proof-of-principle experiment, the presented platform was implemented at the
Texas Petawatt (TPW) Laser facility. The laser pulse was focused onto the cryogenic jet
target using an f/3 final focusing optic with a focal spot of 5 µm, containing 50% of the laser
energy and reaching energies on target of up to 135 J (∼1020 – 1021 W/cm2 ) with a pulse
duration of 135 fs and a shot rate of 1 shot/hour. In the following, we present exemplary
data obtained with the described setup utilizing single-shot diagnostics, such as image
plates and bubble detectors.
In a first step, the deuteron yield was optimized in terms of target parameters to obtain
maximum deuteron flux and energies in the target normal direction. After implementation
of the converter in the target normal direction, the deuteron spectrum was continuously
monitored using the Thomson parabola implemented at 30◦ from target normal; see an
example spectrum in Figure 8. The raw data from the image plate scan is shown in (a),
where brightness is proportional to incident flux with the integrated deuteron trace as a
function of energy in (b). The spectrum shows deuteron energies of up to 35 MeV at 30◦
and increasing flux towards lower deuteron energies. According to TNSA-like emission of
ions from the target backside, peak energies decrease as a function of the angle from the
target normal. It is therefore expected that the maximum energy of deuterons incident on
the converter exceeded 35 MeV. Similarly, the deuteron flux in the target normal direction
is also expected to be equivalent to or greater than the flux measured at 30◦ .
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Figure 8. (a) Exemplary raw Thomson parabola trace of accelerated deuteron ion beam at 30◦ from
target normal with integrated signal as a function of deuteron energy (b).

The thickness of the beryllium layer of the converter was adjusted based on the
maximum deuteron energy measured in the target normal direction to ensure that all
incident deuterons were stopped in the converter. To track the deuteron beam within the
converter, RCF layers, Gafchromic MD (260 µm thick), and EBT (278 µm thick) films were
added to the converter stack at different depths. The deposited ion dose on the RCF layer
in the converter is shown in Figure 9a. Its position within the converter stack corresponds
to a deuteron energy of 6.4 MeV. Counts were converted into dose using the calibration
from Ref. [64], and the deposited dose values normalized to the maximal detected dose are
indicated by the color axis. The beam offset was identified to be ∼10◦ based on the radial
symmetry of the deuteron beam edge as observed on the RCF. Assuming a TNSA-like
profile, approximately 67% of the ion beam accelerated from the primary target is captured
by the converter.

Figure 9. (a) Deuteron signal on first RCF layer within the converter at a depth equivalent to 6.4 MeV.
(b) Neutron signal shown in bubble detector map in laser plane with two curves for the directional
and isotropic neutron emission components to guide the eye.

Bubble detectors mounted in the laser plane characterized the emission profile shown
in Figure 9b with the detected doses scaled to the maximum detected value. Errors for
the individual data points are determined by the measurement uncertainty of the bubble
detectors of 20% of the detected dose [100]. The data shows a forward-directed neutron
beam component superimposed on a quasi-isotropic neutron emission component. This is
identified using two fits, light grey and black. The light grey line for the isotropic emission
was obtained by averaging over data points with an angle above 100◦ . Points below 150◦
were fitted using a gaussian curve (black) weighted by the error of the data points with
the 1 σ of the fit shown as the grey shaded area. The gaussian fit to the data shows a
shifted forward-directed neutron beam with its peak at (14 ± 10)◦ . This agrees, within the
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uncertainty, with the offset of the deuteron beam observed on the RCF. The asymmetry
of the measured spatial distribution, with lower counts towards negative angles, can be
explained by part of the ion beam missing the converter, which is consistent with the
ion-beam imprint on the RCF.
This first proof-of-principle experiment using the presented platform was able to
demonstrate high control over deuteron beam pointing through optimized jet operation,
resulting in efficient, directional neutron generation in target normal direction through
deuteron break-up or stripping. Paired with the previous demonstration of efficient ion
generation using cryogenic jets at high repetition rates [53,59], future experiments at highrepetition-rate laser facilities will be able to study neutron generation with a focus on the
effect of varying target and converter parameters on the neutron beam parameters.
8. Discussion and Outlook
We present a platform for high-repetition-rate laser-driven neutron generation utilizing novel technologies such as a continuous cryogenic jet target. Ion acceleration from the
cryogenic jet target has already been successfully demonstrated at high repetition rates.
Herein we present the full neutron generation platform in a first proof-of-principle study
using the single-shot Texas Petawatt Laser facility. The setup is adaptable for different
laser systems and experimental environments. It includes a suite of detectors that fully
characterize the laser-driven deuteron and neutron beams and will allow the scaling of
such experiments to high repetition rates. The flexibility of this setup is achieved through
the design of the neutron converter in a stacked configuration. Contrary to most converters
implemented during experiments so far, the length of the developed converter can be
adjusted by removing or adding beryllium disks to the back of the converter depending on
measured ion beam parameters. A guideline for the necessary thickness is provided by the
ion beam monitoring layers that are part of the converter setup, which allow tracking of the
ion beam within the converter and precise adjustments of the placement of the converter or
the pointing of the ion beam. Combining lithium and beryllium in the converter allows the
neutron yield to be maximized for a given energy spectrum of the incident deuteron beam.
The neutron emission profile and energy distribution at different angles provides
insights into the dominant neutron production channels, which will enable understanding
of the processes of neutron generation within the converter. For this, a variety of ion beam
diagnostics allows the ion beam to be characterized in detail initially and then monitored
throughout the experiment in order to predict neutron yields using simulations, which
can in turn be compared with experimental results. Neutron beam diagnostics enable the
identification of the primary neutron source and characterization of the neutron emission
profile and energy distribution. The primary neutron source is determined using the
angular and r2 setup utilizing a set of bubble detectors.
Successful first proof-of-principle measurements on a single-shot basis now enable
adaptation of the platform to high-repetition-rate operations using compatible detectors
discussed in previous sections that have been developed and demonstrated or are under
active investigation. Inspiration for new, suitable detectors can be drawn from neutron
detectors utilized at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [111]. Imaging techniques such
as penumberal imaging, previously demonstrated for source size imaging [112], or time
of flight detectors using different types of scintillators (e.g., liquid scintillators), or different detection mechanisms such as Cherenkov detectors, will significantly broaden the
capabilities of this setup.
In the future, this versatile experimental platform will enable the detailed study of correlations between ion and neutron beam parameters and the dominant neutron-production
mechanisms, in addition to allowing for facility-specific adjustments. Step-wise scaling
of the operation of this platform to a high repetition rate will be enabled through consecutive experiments at current Ti:sapphire-based high-power laser facility with increasing
repetition rates such as Gemini (RAL, UK, 1 shot/30 min) [113], Apollon (CNRS, France,
1 shot/min) [114,115], or VEGA-2 (CLPU, Spain, 1 shot/s) [116]. By scaling the operation
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of this platform to one shot every minute or even second, the average neutron flux given
in Table 1 can be increased by two to four orders of magnitude, which is comparable to
the performance of spallation sources. A further increase in neutron flux can be achieved
by implementing the platform at Nd:glass-based high-repetition-rate PW laser systems
utilizing advanced cooling systems to allow for high-repetition-rate operation, such as
the L4 beamline at ELI in the Czech Republic or the planned Matter in Extreme Conditions Upgrade (MEC-U) project at SLAC. Future high-repetition-rate neutron-generation
studies at these and other facilities will give us the opportunity to determine the effects
that different laser systems and environments have on neutron production mechanisms.
Additionally, this platform allows for implementation of active feedback loops that will
pave the road for machine-learning-driven optimization of laser-driven neutron beams
based on real-time ion and neutron beam data analysis. An optimized neutron source
utilizing this particular setup will enable unique pump-probe capabilities when co-located
with an X-ray source, such as the planned upgrade to the MEC instrument at the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [117]. Additions to the setup, such as collimation of the
forward-directed neutron beam, will enable measurements comparable to what is currently
possible at standard neutron sources. At the same time, X-ray probing will allow for complimentary measurements such as fusion material studies, which are of high significance
for future fusion reactor designs.
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